STALKING ON COLLEGE CAMPUSES

1 in 10 undergraduate women & 1 in 33 undergraduate men ARE VICTIMS OF STALKING.

Who do student victims tell?

THE MOST COMMON STALKING BEHAVIORS EXPERIENCED BY COLLEGE VICTIMS INCLUDE:

- Unwanted voice or text messages: 45%
- Unwanted e-mails or social media messages: 44%
- Being approached/stalker showing up where unwanted: 37%

STUDENT STALKING RELATIONSHIPS

- 33% Former Intimate Partner
- 31% Acquaintance
- 25% Friend
- 18% Classmate
- 14% Current Intimate Partner

Young adults ages 18-24 experience the highest rates of stalking among adults.

Students with disabilities, Native American/Alaskan Native students, biracial/multiracial students, and younger students are at HIGHER RISK for stalking victimization than the general student population.

CO-OCCURRING VICTIMIZATIONS

Undergraduate students stalked by an intimate partner also experienced:

- 40% Coercive Control
- 32% Sexual Assault
- 11% Physical Assault

HELP SEEKING

Who do student victims tell?

92% FRIENDS OR FAMILY
29% CAMPUS RESOURCE

1 in 10 undergraduate women & 1 in 33 undergraduate men ARE VICTIMS OF STALKING.
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